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Mexican hepatology congress in the face of a  pandemic

Dear friends and colleagues, as you know, it is a priority to pre-

serve the well-being of all of you. After carefully evaluating the

pandemic spread of COVID-19, which is  a  public health emergency

Worldwide; We  have made the decision to modify the date and

modality of our XV Annual Hepatology Congress.

Our annual congress was planned between June 17 and 20 in

Boca del Río Veracruz. Due to improvements and due to  logistical

adjustments for this contingency, the new date that we have estab-

lished to carry it out is  from July 21 to 26 in  VIRTUAL MODALITY.

Providing the highest quality in continuing medical education and

a  friendly and attractive format.

The decision was  difficult after a  year preparing every detail of

this face-to-face congress with the great challenge of overcoming

Puerto Vallarta and dedicating it to you with joy, I have made the

determination to first safeguard the integrity of all and be consis-

tent with what we are living.

Today we live in a time of reflection, bring out the best we  have of

ourselves. It is  a  great opportunity to grow, we  must act in solidarity

and in  this way  we will provide you, our speakers and the great team

that accompanies us in this congress with security and academia;

In such a  way  that historically it will be our  first virtual National

Congress celebrating our  XV years.

I  send you my gratitude and as doctors we are, I  also ask you to

take good care of yourselves and I hope that you and your family

are well. All courage and always go ahead.

We hope, we will be in  touch

Dra. Graciela Elia Castro Narro

President AMH  2018-2020

An affectionate virtual hug.
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